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Learning goals for the day

1. Learn how to organize effective ideation sessions using a 
variety of methods

2. Get new ideas on how you might take part in and support 
innovation projects more effectively



If your project or job 
would be an animal, 
what would it be 
and why?



Supporting innovative work

• Shared understanding  – What are we trying to do? How can I contribute?

• Psychological safety – Can I share my ideas and concerns?

• Mandate for experimentation – Do we commit to the first plan or can we learn 
our way forward?



Willingness to 
expend effort = x

value
(desirability)

likelihood of succeeding
(feasibility)

Eccles & Wigfield 2002; Krueger 2000



Progress Principle

Turtle steps

Amabile & Kramer 2014; Dutton et al 2001; Björklund et al 2013, Carter, 2011



IDEO

Form a How Might We question

How might we [WHAT] ,

so that [WHO]

can [WHY] ?



Warm-up:
Draw an imaginary alien

• Very similar outcomes

(borrowing from sci-fi etc.)

89 % have eyes
78 % have feet

59 % have nose

…. etc.

Ward (1994, 1995)



Where are ideas born?

Berth, 1993



Should we ideate in groups?



Why group ideation?

• Any single ideation session might not result in the breakthrough idea

…But has other benefits:

• Utilizating, distributing and combining knowledge
• Gathering, displaying and building on individual ideas efficiently
• Strengthening motivation, commitment, social bonds, creating excitement

• The creative process is more complicated than one separate ideation session; group ideation is 
an important part and is likely to result in individual insights later on if not during the session 
itself!



Structured brainstorming (example)

• Reviewing/discussing the problem 5 min

• Ideating alone 5 min (as much ideas as possible)

• Sharing ideas 10 min

• Ideating / building on ideas 20 min

• Clustering / categorizing ideas 10 min

• Ideating / building on ideas 20 min

Structure helps. Individual phase 
helps getting mundane ideas out 
of the way fast and produce 
volume. A break to categorize 
ideas helps in exploring different 
directions in the solutions space.



Ideation rules

1. Go for quantity (quantity brings quality)

2. No criticism

3. Welcome unusual ideas

4. Combine and improve the ideas of others

+

5. Challenge assumptions

6. Focus on the topic

7. One conversation at a time

8. Be visual

Also consider:

Have a facilitator if possible

Be mindful of hierarchies and 
personalities

Start with reflecting on  the problem

Impose structure (categorization, 
break)

Use stimuli



Yes, and….!



Brainstorming questions

How Where

Why When

Who What

?



Negative brainstorming

Removes the pressure to come up with good ideas

Might lead to original ideas when the bad ideas are turned to positives

A good way to kick-off ideation

1. Turn the design challenge to a negative one

How to create a service no one wants to use?

What would the worst possible development discussion be like?

2. Generate ideas freely for a short period of time

3. Finish by trying to turn negative ideas into their positive opposites



Task: What would be the worst solution?

Try out negative brainstorming: 

1. For 2 minutes, come up individually with the worst possible solutions to 
your HMW statement.  Write down each idea on a separate post-it.



Task: What would be the worst solution?

Try out negative brainstorming: 

1. For 5 minutes, jointly come up with the worst possible solutions to your  
HMW statement. Write down each idea on a separate post-it.

2. Flip around a few of the worst ideas. What would be their total, positive, 
opposites?



635 brainwriting
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6 people
3 ideas per paper/round
5 minutes to generate ideas

A method combining individual and group input
Allows everyone to be heard, no group pressure
Rotation allows improving the ideas
A visual version; C-sketch 



Task: Generating more mass - 635 brainwriting

6 people
3 ideas per paper/round
5 minutes to generate ideas

1. Grab a paper sheet and place three post-its on it. Write 
or draw an idea on each post-it.

2. After 5 minutes, pass on your paper to the next person.
3. Read the ideas on the piece of paper you received. Grab 

3 more post-its, add them to the sheet and write/draw a 
new or elaborated idea to each.

4. Repeat.



BREAK
let’s continue at 16.45



Random Box

1. Grab an item from the box.

2. What kind of ideas does this item spark? How your items 
properties in a solution for your challenge?

3. Share the ideas in your table.

? ?
??

?



CUTTING POWER

AUTOMATIONFREEDOM OF 

MAINTENANCE



Task: Cluster ideas

1. Go over your ideas, placing similar ideas into clusters/groups as you go. 
(15min)

2. What themes emerge? Give names/headlines to the clusters (e.g. cutting 
power, automatization, ...). (5 min)



Task: Cluster ideas… and add more

1. Go over your ideas, placing similar ideas into clusters/groups as you go. 
(15min)

2. What themes emerge? Give names/headlines to the clusters (e.g. cutting 
power, automatization,..). (5 min)

3. Generate more ideas to “underrepresented clusters” or “missing” 
headlines (10min)



Idea evaluation 
and selection

• Fast, intuitive vs. systematic and thorough –
early on you need to narrow down and 
prioritize

• Intuition

• Categories

• Multivoting

• Idea selection Matrix 

• Plus, minus, interesting (PMI)

• Prototype and test

• …



Idea selection is not just about choosing between ideas.

It is just as much (if not even more) about improving the
ideas by combining then, taking features from other ideas

to strengthen others and possibly getting even more
ideas.



low high
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Selection matrix

• Quick evaluation of ideas 
against one another on two 
axises

• Axises defined to suit the 
challenge and context

Proceed 
fast!

Might be 
highly novel

Forget about 
these

Often 
incremental



Task: Select ideas

1. Vote for the most exciting/promising idea – everyone has three votes 
(dots) to distribute as they wish to the ideas. (5 min)

2. Can you combine the ideas with the most votes or are they mutually 
exclusive? (5 min)



PMI – plus, minus, interesting

What is good about the idea (Plus)?
• Good aspects worth developing further (into concepts) or taking advantage of.

Which aspects would you need to improve (Minus)?
• Negative aspects not worth developing further.

What makes the idea interesting (Interesting)?
• Interesting aspects, but need more development in order to become good 

ideas.

+
-
i



Concept: 

What value does the idea create for the customer or end user?

How does it work in practice?

What makes it different from other solutions already out there?

What makes the idea viable?

€



Task: Select ideas

1. Vote for the most exciting/promising idea – everyone has three votes 
(dots) to distribute as they wish to the ideas. (5 min)

2. Can you combine the ideas with the most votes or are they mutually 
exclusive? (5 min)

3. Write down the PMI for your chosen direction to help you then develop the 
concept further (5 min)



I like, I wish



Homework: Try it out in your team

If you want to receive an extra credit unit from PDP, run a workshop with your 
team (3 hrs recommended).
1. Identify assumptions in your challenge and generate alternative “How 

might we” statements.
2. Use at least 2 different ideation methods to generate solutions.
3. Cluster generated solutions and generate names with you
4. Document the session (one per team is enough) and write a short (half-

page per person) reflection of what worked and what you would do 
differently next time.



Templates



How might we [what] ,

so that [who]

could [why] ?

How might we [what] ,

so that [who]

could [why] ?

How might we [what] ,

so that [who]

could [why] ?

How might we [what] ,

so that [who]

could [why] ?

How might we [what] ,

so that [who]

could [why] ?

How might we [what] ,

so that [who]

could [why] ?

How might we [what] ,

so that [who]

could [why] ?

How might we [what] ,

so that [who]

could [why] ?



Concept: 

What value does the idea create for the customer or end user?

How does it work in practice?

What makes it different from other solutions already out there?

What makes the idea viable?

€


